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Sara Katz Exhibits New Paintings at Vintage Inspired In June

Burlington, VT: (May 28, 2014) Vintage Inspired Lifestyle Marketplace on Flynn Avenue in
Burlington is pleased to announce an exhibition of recent work from Vermont artist Sara Katz,
June 6th-30th, 2014. There will be an opening reception Friday, June 6th from 5:00 to 8:00pm.
Vintage Inspired, A vibrant marketplace for antique dealers, artists and craftspeople, is located
at 180 Flynn Avenue, and is open Monday through Saturday from 10am to 5pm and Sunday
from 12pm to 4pm.

Sara Katz's paintings are inspired by a sense of landscape in transition. The ambiguity of the
imagery suggests a viewer in motion, abstracting the visual world into gesture, color, and
texture. Sara seeks a balance between loose, active mark-making and conscious decisions to
express a sense of place. Exploring a broader use of mixed media, recent works are a
continuation of an interest in the landscape with a preference for invention and imagination.
Sara Katz's paintings evoke a sense of landscape in transition. Her work seeks a balance
between loose, active mark-making and conscious decisions, abstracting the visual world into
gesture, color, and texture. Exploring a broader use of mixed media, recent works are a
continuation of an interest in the landscape and abstraction with a preference for invention and
imagined places.
Sara has shown her work in numerous art venues in Burlington as well as in Massachusetts
and at the Edgewater Gallery in Middlebury, where more of her work can be seen. Edgewater
has also represented her work for the last two years at the Affordable Art Fair in New York.
Her work can be found in numerous collections across the country.
Katz was born in 1977 in a small town in southern New Jersey to a Jewish father and
Japanese-American mother. After farming vegetables for several years, her parents moved to
Cabot, Vermont and began a small greenhouse and nursery business. She and her two
younger brothers grew up working at the family business, receiving encouragement in artistic

activities from both parents and attending the smallest public school in the state. Her youngest
brother, Elliott, became a full-time artist and her brother Jon is PHD candidate in Natural
Resources at UVM. Katz went on to Skidmore College where she majored in studio art. She
spent a junior semester in Paris, which was where she first began to seriously focus on
painting. After graduating from Skidmore in 1999, she moved to Burlington to work for
Burlington City Arts and has since held several positions within the organization as it's grown.
Today she works full-time as BCA's Assistant Director.
The process of planting, growing and harvesting has remained as consistent and important in
her life as painting, and she spends the extra summer hours keeping a large garden and
greenhouse thriving at her home in North Ferrisburgh where she lives with her husband,
landscape architect and artist Keith Wagner, and their three year old son, Hudson.
Vintage Inspired Lifestyle Marketplace on Flynn Avenue in Burlington, VT is a funky &
accessible source of vintage goods for inspired lifestyles. It is a delight for shoppers wanting to
combine a love for antiques, curious goods and art. Owner, Mary Heinrich Aloi has a truly
inspired eye and her shop is a destination for in-the-know pickers, collectors, and art lovers.
For more information and directions to the Marketplace, please visit www.vintageinspired.net
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